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In order to cut the cost, the developed countries began to transfer the 
labor-intensive industries to developing countries and regions from the 1960s; as a 
result, the processing trade generated and became the main type of international trade 
and industry. 
Processing trade, which is facilitated by multinational corporations, is not only 
an important industry for foreign direct investment, but also an important carrier for 
developing countries to upgrade the industrial structure. Processing trade has gained 
much development and been the most important type of international trade in China 
since the reform and opening policy initiated. Processing trade, which has brought 
advanced technology, foreign investment and exchange revenue, provided significant 
support for industrial restructuring and upgrading in China. 
In this paper, with the processing trade and industrial restructure as research 
object, combined theoretical analysis and empirical research, I study the interrelation 
between processing trade and the industrial restructure by using many classical 
theories such as international trade, industrial structure and modern mathematical 
models, quantitative analysis.  
After outlining the theories of the processing trade and industrial structure and 
the recent study of their relationship, this paper first reviews the development of 
processing trade in China as well as industrial restructure process which is developed 
together with it; then describes the role of processing trade played in the process of 
the industrial restructure and the role of industrial restructure played in the 
development of processing trade. Furthermore, I select specific data on the 
development of processing trade and industrial structure in Fujian Province to make 
empirical analysis by establishing econometric models. Finally, I conclude that there 
is indeed a complementary and cross-promotion relationship between processing trade 
and industrial restructure. On the one hand, processing trade provides sustained and 















spillovers effects, capital accumulation, labor transferring, etc.; On the other hand, the 
region's favorable industrial structure and reasonable tendency of industrial 
restructure gives economic and institutional support to the further development of 
processing trade. 
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①绝对优势贸易理论（Theory of Absolute Advantage） 
早在国际分工理论上具有深远影响的经济学家莫过于英国古典经济学派
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